Late Anoop-Bharti Memorial Public School
Jhalimali Bazar, Kandara, Pauri Garhwal, Uttarakhand
Run By- Navjyoti Aur Samridhi Samiti, Pauri
Promoted By- Erco Travesl Pvt. Ltd., Delhi

Indian Light Foundation, Holland
Chairman’s Message--Education of the society is the basis of all progress in all course of life. This was the
reason we came into the field of imparting of education to the society.
The entire purpose of education is not to restrict itself to imparting bookish knowledge
only but inculcate humanitarian values like wisdom, compassion, courage, humility,
integrity and reliability in a student.
We, just like you, believe in holistic education for your child, encompassing –
academics, co-curricular activities, sports education and life-skills learning. Our
endeavor is to strike a balance between state-of-the-art infrastructure and an
internationally acceptable education
At Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School we impart education that is based on
conscience and we rear a breed of young minds that are bustling with self confidence,
motivation and ever ready to take up challenges.
The campus, sports and academic facilities all bear testimony to this effort. In order to promote an internationally
acceptable education, our key focus has been on faculty development – providing continuous teacher training in
order to deliver real value education and excellence in academics. Teachers are trained not only to teach well but
are also expected to inspire confidence and trust in their students and become role models. Further, the School
inculcates in the students a respect for tradition and ensures discipline and good manners.
Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School encourages students to learn about themselves and their constantly
changing environment, while at the same time offering support and guidance as they practice decision-making and
social skills.
We are confident that this school is the best place for your child. We welcome your active interest and involvement
in the progress and activities of your child. We look forward to your continuous support.
VISION:
To nurture young minds, to focus on their holistic development and to develop their moral, ethical, human and
spiritual values so that each child may develop Character and Confidence with a deep rooted passion in pursuit of
excellence.
MISSION:
Anoop Bhharti Memorial Public School seeks to create a challenging yet conducive learning environment that
inspires excellence and encourages high performance through engagement of varied instructions that allows for
individual differences and learning styles.
At Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School we promote a safe, caring and supportive environment where every
person can learn from and respect one another. We have also designed the use of innovative techniques to enhance
life-long learning through technology, multiple intelligence, varied instructional strategies and interdisciplinary
connects.
We promote Sportsmanship and School Spirit and we share our diverse cultural backgrounds to nurture growth and
responsibility while at the same time celebrating our diversity within a positive school atmosphere.

Manager MessageMyself from a middle class family, after doing my Degree in IT went to work for the
multinational companies like Reliance Communication and Bharti Airtel. Had many
dreams in my eyes and they did also come true. But once sitting over sofa at my house in
Delhi, something struck in my mind that while on a village tour during my vacations I
came over some families where the male did not do anything and the female has to work
for making the family both ends meet. I began to work on what can be done for the village
women so that they get empowered. While on a family function met Mr. Ravi Gosain, who
himself was working on the same idea. From there only the idea of having an NGO for the
women and the children came into existence. I left over the lucrative jobs of the
multinational companies and came back to my hometown to serve the society. Till then I am working for NJASS
and I am fully satisfied with the work that we are doing. On working with the village women we came over the fact
that, something should be done for the children of these women. The government schools in the near by area are
not providing quality education and the children are lacking back with the rest of the world. To help the children
get the education which would help them to compete with the rest of the world and their coming life , NJASS
recenly in this session NJASS has started Late Anoop-Bharti Memorial Public School, where we are working on
maximizing the potential social, emotional, academic, intellectual and creative growth of the student. We give full
attention to all the students which help us to better understand their profiles. Provided with a fuller understanding
of a student's profile – and in the context of low student-teacher ratio – we adjust (to the greatest extent possible)
what we do on a daily basis to better plan, monitor, motivate, support, and inspire teaching and learning on a daily,
moment-by-moment basis. We are dedicated to understanding and educating students with learning differences and
fostering a successful academic and social experience for our students and the broader community. I also
appreciate the work that Anita Sewsahai is doing for the NJASS and the school students.

Profile
After successful running of the free training knitting and sewing
center for the womens at Jhalimali, Kandara, Pauri Garhwal for
continuous 8 years ago, the NJASS society members proposed to
run school for the neighboring students so that they can compete
with the coming difficulties in the coming life. NJASS main
promoters are Erco Travels Pvt. Ltd., Delhi and Anita Sewsahai
of Indian Light Foundation, Holland.

What’s so special
Further, students in this millennium live in a fast paced,
technology driven and constantly changing environment. the new
co-educational institution from The NJASS Society, has been
designed keeping the needs of the 21st century learner.
The school adopts cutting edge technology for helping the
students to undertake research and application of the curriculum.
The school concerns itself with development of capabilities amongst the students, which are
needed for problem solving, rational decision making, communicating and for success in
the workplace.
What’s so special at Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School is our focus on unleashing
every child’s inner potential, creativity, fostering leadership qualities and nurturing
interpersonal skills. An all rounded development of physical abilities with cognitive
enrichment is the hallmark of Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School.
In essence, the school acts as a facilitator in identifying and nurturing the innate talent of

every student by inculcating human, secular and democratic values in them.

The school also offers:
Opportunity: We offer at Anoop Bharti Memorial Public
School our students the opportunity to benefit from a unique
blend of world class education and state-of-the-art
infrastructure. This is with an objective to develop young
minds into dynamic individuals and equip them to face any
challenges in life courageously.
Challenges: The courses offered are challenging and rigorous, guided and inspired by our top class academic staff.
Innovation: With a vision to enhance the teaching methodology and drive academic excellence, the entire
Management and teaching staff at Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School strive to do things differently and
innovatively.
Development: Life is never dull in our conducive and
cosmopolitan campus where children interact and imbibe
different cultures. Anoop Bharti Memorial Public School aims
to develop the skill sets, enhance the knowledge base and
drive personal accomplishments of every student by equipping
them with the right tools and resources and inspiring them to emerge as global citizens.

Work Done and to be done by
Navjyoti Aur Samridhi Samiti with the help of Anita Sewsahai,
Indian Light Foundation, Holland
1. Opening of School with the name of Late Anoop-Bharti Memorial Public School at Jhalimali, Kandara
Bazzar, Pauri Garhwal in this session only from April 2017. There are around 60 students who are getting
education in the school. Of these 60 students 10 students are being given free education.
2. Construction of Toilet for the school children with the help of our Outshore Partner Anita Sewsahai, Indian
Light Foundation, Holland.
3. Construction of women’s training centre at Jhalimali Kandara Bazar, Pauri Garhwal, with the help of our
Outshore Partner Anita Sewsahai, Indian Light Foundation, Holland.
4. Free sewing & knitting training to the women of village Kandara, Kameda, Nauselu, Dungri, Tyotha,
Rithai and Jairaj, being given in continuity for which machines and raw material is being given by our
Outshore Partner Anita Sewsahai, Indian Light Foundation, Holland..Total beneficiaries around 200 in last
three years.

5. Opening of Computer training centres at Pauri, Parsundakhal and Ghandiyal (Kanshkhet), Pauri Garhwal
and have given free training and certificates to more than 100 students in last three years.
6. To arrange for free school dress and free books to all the students of the school.
7. To arrange for Computer Education for the school students, needy village women of the neighbouring
villages and the youth.
8. Co-operative Farming with the women of the neighbouring villages is about to start with the help of our
Outshore Partner Anita Sewsahai, Indian Light Foundation, Holland. For which site development has
already started.
9. To arrange for Medical Facility, if possible for construction of Hospital for the village people.
10. To arrange for the sitting classrooms for the students as the students are increasing every year.
11. To arrange for practical sessions equipments for the science students.
Inauguration of School at Kandara and Tree Plantation. Chief Guest SDM, Pauri

Visit and Inspection by Anita Sewasahi from Holland and her team of NJASS and start of Co-operative Farming Project

Inauguration of Women’s Training Centre at Kandara . Chief Guest SDM, Pauri

Womens Knitting Training Programme at Chandruma Cottage, Pauri

One day training and celebration of Women’s Day at Kandar Primary school

Women Awareness and Welfare Project

FOR ANY OTHER INFORMATION AND LENDING A HELPING HAND MAY CONTACT

In Holland- Anita Sewsahai !!
In Delhi, India- Mr. Ravi Gosain (+91-9810005635) !! In Pauri, Uttarakhand- Mr. Kuldeep Gusain (+91-9719800143)

